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n our last update from the MG Car
Club-UK, we heard about the new
archive center being built at Kimber
House to store all the old records not
housed at the Heritage Motor Centre
and to allow space for research. My
local club, the MG Club of St Louis,
decided to donate $1,000 to help the
archive project this past December.
Now, I’m not saying this to brag on
my local club (OK, I am bragging a
bit), but I mainly wanted to spread this
as an idea for other clubs to emulate.
Part of our function as MG clubs, both
local and national, is to promote and
maintain the history of the marque.
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Projects like this by the MG Car
Club-UK, the Heritage Motor Centre
Museum in Gaydon, the MG Park
and the Museum in Abingdon, are
all causes that could benefit from our
support to make sure that the history
of MG doesn’t peter out. In this issue,
you’ll see a lot of mentions of MG 2016
and for good reason. This is shaping
up to be the biggest MG event in North
American history. By early January,
there were over 500 MGs registered.
As it gets closer, those numbers should
skyrocket. Unlike big events where
you have to deal with a crowd when
there are a lot of people, in this case,
you’ll get an opportunity
to see MGs that you may
have only seen pictures of
and you’ll probably get to
see more than one of them.
More importantly than
that, you’ll get to meet the
great owners who share
the same passion for our
fantastic cars!
It’s just a bit late, but a
belated happy 90th Birthday to Don Hayter – thank
you so much for helping
bring the MGB into the
world!
Robert

Front:

The new logo for our 25 year anniversary.

Back:

Top: Riverboat cruising the Ohio River at night.

Bottom: Art & Margie Edinger tour to a winery!
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Chairman’s Chat
Alan Magnuson
Chairman
NAMGBR

Happy Silver Jubilee
to NAMGBR members!

I

hope you will join our celebration
at MG 2016 in Louisville, Kentucky.
A fun-filled week of octane related
festivities is planned. Please look at
this issue of The MG Driver and the
NAMGBR website, www.namgbr.org ,
for an overview of MG 2016 activities.
Regalia including Silver Jubilee items
will be on the website. If you have
not registered, or would like to review
what you have done, please go to
www.mg2016.com. Hotel reservations
are made online as part of the event
registration.
As we celebrate our Silver Jubilee
25th Anniversary, let’s take a moment
to reminisce about our driving adventures, activities at the 25 conventions
we’ve held and in the stories shared
with friends since that historic meeting in a Michigan garage where MGB,
Midget, and 1100/1300 enthusiasts
came together to organize the North
American MGB Register.
The founding of NAMGBR parallels the October 1930 founding of the
MG Car Club of England. We have the

same enjoyment of sports car motoring as the first hardy MG enthusiasts
discovered when MGs had running
boards! NAMGBR is proud to be affiliated with the MG Car Club of England
as an affiliated register.
As each of us looks back over the
past 25 years of MG activities in North
America, we think of the many friends
who have been energetic participants
in MG activities. Our hair (color/
styles) and the lines on our faces have
changed, but not the affection we have
for our friends and the hobby which
brings us together.
I tip my hat to each NAMGBR
member and your local club for your
support of our MG hobby. Through
your support across North America,
our NAMGBR membership continues
to grow! MG is the Marque of Friendship.
“Make new friends, but keep the
old. One is silver and the other’s gold.”
(author unknown)
Safety Fast!
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Vice Chairman

Secretary’s Report
Jeff Taylor
Vice Chairman
NAMGBR

H

appy Spring to all … I had written something for the Tech Issue; but I learned when my copy
arrived in the mail, it might have been
good to actually e-mail my ramblings
to Robert. Well, the two months has
not changed a lot of what I said so here
goes with what was written a for the
Jan/Feb issue.
I hope this issue finds you fully
immersed in your winter MG projects
after having survived the holiday
season. Did you get any presents for
your MG? Any new tools you had been
wanting? Any accessories your car
had asked you for? I know Molly was
asking for a little body work to get her
ready for MG 2016. (Two month update: doors are off and will be on their
way to fix the cracks of doom). If your
winter is shaping up like it is out here
in Oregon, very wet, I should be able to
get some things done without the urge
to drive my car.
Speaking of MG 2016, with registration in full operation, it looks like
we will have a great turnout. If you
have not registered so soon, as some
of the event are filling up fast quickly
after registration opened.
With winter upon us, clubs elect-

ing new officers and planning 2016
events, now is a GREAT time go online
to www.namgbr.org and update our
records of any changes in your club’s
officers. Simply scroll over to the
resource tab and click on the chapter
affiliate tab. As you know updating
your clubs data helps us when we need
to communicate with your club. And it
also helps us determine that your club
is in good standing with the minimum eight members that qualifies you
club for NAMGBR’s liability policy.
Speaking of insurance, as your
club plans its 2016 events, remember
that on that same resource tab, you
can complete the online application
for that insurance for your events. We
have actually received a few requests
before the first of the year and those
will be processed shortly in the New
Year. Please remember that your club
is automatically covered even without
physically receiving an insurance
rider. But as you may already know,
many locations require a physical cost.
If you e-mail the request, in this age
of electronic mail, processing is quick.
You can also print out the form and
mail it to me at the address listed in
the Driver.
That’s it for now, see you in
Louisville!

Jeff
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Bruce Wyckoff
Secretary
NAMGBR
n preparation for MG 2016 in Louisville, Kentucky, we have been inundated
with MG owners wanting to take advantage of the discounts available by
being a member of NAMGBR. This is an excellent opportunity to see what
the NAMGBR community is all about, whether it’s offering help to a stranded
member through the Mutual Aid Directory or providing insurance for your local
chapter’s event, there are many advantages to becoming a member of NAMGBR.

I

Please welcome our newest members to the NAMGBR Community!
Michael Lindbeck
Graham Carlson
Edward Slavin
Steve Espelund
Albert Allen		
Daniel Deutsch
Clay Youmans
Randy Woodland
Bob Chalker
Bob McCullough
John Wenturine
Richard Etheridge
Dennis Taylor
Donald Ladd
Stan Dulin		
William Schenck
William Trieloff
Ron Sinclair
Craig Kendall
Duane Petersen
Mike Wenzel
Mary Goodman
Tom Fant		
Wally Clemens
Judith Heck		
Gavin Bailey
Charles Hill		
Victoria Franks
Mike Kelly		
Derek Prechtl
Steve Brown
Michael Anderson
Glen Cheatham
Daniel Semler
Keith Shukait
Barry Spear

Greenbrae, CA
Louisville, KY
Portland, OR
Lincoln, NE
Gorham, IL
Cincinnati, OH
Bowie, MD
Johnstown, CO
Katy, TX
Montpelier, VT
Indiana, PA
Circleville, KS
Corunna, ON Canada
Virginia Beach, VA
Springfield, MO
Calhoun, TN
Brownsburg, IN
Keller, TX
Running Springs, CA
Winnsboro, TX
Fresno, CA
Bel Air , MD
Pinckney, MI
Woodlawn, ON Canada
Kingston, GA
Bentonville, AR
Blue Springs, MO
Belton, MO
Blue Springs, MO
Traverse City, MI
Prosper, TX
Saint Louis, MO
Douglasville, GA
Rawlings, MD
San Jose, CA
Kirkfield, ON
Canada
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From the Treasurer

A

s I write this, it’s pretty darn cold
in early January, but as you’ll be
reading this, I am hoping the
worst of winter will be behind us, for
some of us at least and spring driving
thoughts will be realistic.
There’s not a lot to report on the
financial front. To manage to the
printing and copy deadlines, I am
providing the financial profit and loss
information for Oct-Dec 2015 for this
edition of The MG Driver. As you’ll
see the overall position in the club
finances is strong. The renewals of
memberships are always largest in December and January and several new
memberships are coming through,
perhaps, driven in part, by the opening of registration for MG 2016.

Simon Dix
Treasurer
NAMGBR
The executive board is continuing
to look at any cost savings opportunities we can find and we are working on
one related to postage of the remaining copies of The MG Driver that are
not directly mailed to members. I will
report more on this in a future issue.
We are now seeing some interest income of about $50 per month, which
would more than offset the annual
cost of the QuickBooks software, used
to manage the club finances, as one
example. On the expenses side the
production and mailing of The MG
Driver is always our largest spend item,
returning value to all members.
Should any member have any
questions on the club’s finances,
please contact me.

Bank Accounts at 31-Dec-2105
CapOne Business Savings
65,173.97
Chase			 4,514.01
Paypal			
115.32
Total Bank Accounts
$69,803.30

10
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MGC Registrar
John Rogers
MGC Registrar
NAMGBR

T

Simon
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here’s nothing like going to a
national convention, especially
for our beloved marque, the MG.
This year MG 2016 will be our every
five year reunion of all the MG models.
All over North America MG enthusiasts are making plans to attend and
outlining check off lists for travelling
in their MGs. Louisville, Kentucky, is
the destination for this meet up. For a
number of us it will be well over a two
hundred mile adventure in our MGs.
This qualifies as long distance touring.
Long distance touring for me is defined by my AAA Premier membership
which allows two hundred miles free
towing. I recommend to all MG long
distance drivers to have such a towing
plan. I’ve never used it but have it for
insurance and peace of mind.
Last month’s issue we concentrated on advanced maintenance for
long distance touring in our MGs. My
hopes were to motivate and remind
everyone to get their MG prepared
during the winter off season for this
spring’s travels to MG 2016.
Unique cars such as ours require

unique planning. Planning and knowing the topography to be traveled
dictates what type of items to carry
with us as spares and tools that might
be needed. Even if you don’t possess
the abilities to work on your own MG
having these spares available will help
those who do. Breaking down the different systems of our cars and making
a list of spares is an excellent idea. I’ve
compiled here what you might want to
consider for spares, it’s what I traveled
with in my 69 MGC to French Lick for
MG 2014, a 5000 mile round trip from
California to Indiana.
These lists could vary with your
specific model of MG. A good way to
create your personal tool kit is to do
all your maintenance and repairs with
the tools in your kit. For the most part
these small spares are for emergencies, so they can be consolidated and
packed without daily access. I utilize
the spare battery box and underside of
the spare tire, again your model MG
will dictate best where things can be
stored. As the old saying goes, “If you
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have it with you, you’ll never need it.”
So far it has applied to me, with the
exception of using a screw driver to
adjust my carburetors.
MG 2016 is set as the destination,
but really it is only part of the overall
experience. In this case it’s not only
the destination but also the journey.
Many memories will be made on the
adventure getting there in your MG.
Usually the first few nights at the convention many stories are exchanged
by old and new friends about their
travels to the convention. Coming
from Northern California the trip will
be approximately 2400 miles one way.
Planning a route of this distance with
set criteria can be a real challenge but
rewarding too. My criteria is: secondary highways whenever possible,
approximately 400 mile days, pick and
choose gas and rest stops conveniently,
travelling during daylight hours,
reserve overnight accommodations
at reasonable rates, decent restaurant
choices, and lastly, scenic byways with
Americana history. With these criteria
in mind our plan is to stay on U.S.
Highway 50 whenever possible. The

trip will take six days with the longest
day being our first day; 420 miles to
Ely, NV. We are leaving the Sacramento area on Tuesday June 7th and
arriving in Louisville Sunday evening
the 12th, at the host hotels. Anyone
interested in travelling this route on
these days can email me regarding
further information.
At MG 2016, the MGC Register
will be having it’s seminar on Tuesday
morning at 9am in the Crown Plaza
Hotel. I hope all MGC members’ sign
up for it on their registration entry
form. North American MGC Regalia
will be for sale in the registration area
with the debut of new items, stop by
and check it out. All MGC awards will
be in conjunction with the NAMGBR
pre-banquet awards and gala wrap up
banquet; you won’t want to miss either
one, so be sure to sign up to attend.
Contact me with your ideas, suggestions, and what you expect or want
from your North American MGC Register. Articles and pictures for The MG
Driver are always welcome about you
and your MGC at MGC@namgbr.net.

Ignition System • Fuel System • Cooling System

Points
1) Fuel Pump*
Condenser
2) Fuel Hose
Rotor
3) Fuel Filter
Cap
4) Hose Clamps
Spark Plugs (gapped)
Plug Wires (set)
Ground Wire
			

Miscellaneous

Head Gasket
Freeze Plugs (Expandable)
Universal Joint (1)
Front Wheel Bearing w/Seal
Gasket Sealer or
RTV-Silicon
Jumper Cables
Spare Tire
Jack, Wrench, Hammer
Fasteners (Various)
Heater Valve

1) Water Pump/Gasket
2) Thermostat/Gasket
3) Radiator Hoses (T&B)
4) Bypass Hose
5) 2’ heater Hose
6) Hose Clamps
7) Fan Belt
8) Radiator Cap

• Tool Kit

1) End Wrench Set
2) 3/8” Socket Set
3) Screw Drivers (Assorted)
4) Pliers (Assorted)
5) Feeler Gauge
6) Breaker Bar 1/2” drive
7) 1/2”drive to 3/8” drive
8) 1/2” drive Sockets for hubs
9) 1/2” X 6” Extension
10) Electrical Meter
11) Timing Light

• Electrical

1) Alternator
2) Wire
3) Crimp Connectors
4) Electrical Tape
5) Fuses
6) Wire Ties Coil

• Fluids & Supplies

1) Oil (1qt.)
2) Water (1 gal.)
3) Brake Fluid
4) Hand cleaner
5) Gloves (Mechanics)
6) Rags
7) Blanket or Coveralls
8) Flashlight & Head Flashlight
9) First Aid Kit
10) Repair Manual

NAMGBR Mutual Aid Directory!
John
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MGB Registrar

I

Jack Long
MGB Registrar
NAMGBR

hope all of you who live in the Frost
Belt are surviving the winter weather and using this time to prepare
your cars for MG 2016 in Louisville.
(Incidentally, my Kentucky friends
have taught me that the city name is
properly pronounced “Lou-Uh-Ville”,
not “Looey-Ville”).
This event, which is the fifth of
the every-five-year All-Register MG
conventions, could bring over 1,000
MGs of every color and model to the
Derby City. In addition to a wide
range of car-related seminars and
John Twist’s legendary rolling tech
sessions, there will be driving tours
of the beautiful Kentucky countryside, motor coach tours including the
Kentucky Bourbon Trail and Corvette
Museum (yes, the one with the infamous sinkhole), self-guided tours of
Louisville area attractions, live music,
and a reception at the world famous
Churchill Downs race track, home of

the Kentucky Derby.
The show field on Thursday will
be at Louisville’s downtown Waterfront Park on the shores of the Ohio
River and will include an appearance
by Dennis Gage, the mustachioed host
of television’s “My Classic Car” program, who will wander the show field,
be available for photo opportunities,
and serve as Keynote Speaker for the
banquet. Tuesday evening has been set
aside for the different Register receptions; I will be there with NAMGBR as
the B Registrar and hope to see all of
you there.
We have had a bumper crop of
new registrations this period; thank
you for helping us better capture the
known MGBs in North America. As
always, feel free to contact me by email
at mgbregistrar@gmail.com if you
would like me to research a car, find
out if it is the Register, or try to help
you find “the one that got away”.

MGB register entries since the last MG Driver issue include:
Bruce Miller   	
Richmond, IN 	
78 MGB
Quentin Sager    	 Crystal River, FL 64 MGB, 77 MGB
Richard Miller        	Clinton, NJ       	
77 MGB
Jim Walter  	
Cameron, NC    	 72 MGB
Anthony Thomas Burlington, ON  	 80 MGB
Ken Oehler   	
Naples, FL            	 73 MGB
Lyn Pond     	
Roscoe, IL            	 78 MGB with supercharger
Edward Slavin
Portland, OR    	
67 MGB GT
Stan Dulin        	
Springfield, MO 74 MGB
Tom Fant             	 Pinckney, MI       	 80 MGB with 14,000 miles
Graham Carlson  	 Louisville, KY      	 80 MGB LE, daily driver
Paul Wilkins          	Gansevoort, NY  	 68 MGB
Dr. Gaylord Reagan Alexandria, VA   	 69 MGB GT
Timothy Macsay Danville, IN        	 66 MGB GT
Caroline Zelda Davis Los Angeles, CA  74 1/2 MGB
Adam Lombard 	 Encino, CA   	
73 MGB GT in the rare Limeflower/Navy combo
Rick Dutot      	
Leamington, ON 	 75 MGB, chrome conversion
Steve Kirby       	 Escondido, CA  	 66 MGB, 66 MGB GT
James Safcik        	 Windsor, CO 	
79 MGB V6 conversion
Jack
James Nibert        	 Columbus, OH 	
73 MGB 5-speed conversion
The MG Driver • March / April 2016
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MG 2016 — Maintaining the Breed

Ken’s Korner

Article By Rick Ingram, Executive Officer,
North American Council of MG Registers

Article and images
provided by Ken Smith
(Barbie & Ken)

H

ello there and we hope the
New Year is going according
to your expectations! We’ve
had quite a few members asking if
Barby & I will be attending MG 2016
in Louisville. Sadly, the answer is no!
I am unable to travel long distances
due to my ongoing health issues. As
many of you know, I had my Aorta
repaired some time ago and this
has left me unable to stand for any
length of time and I certainly would
not be able to move around the
show field as I used to do, admiring
all your beautiful cars! Barby has
bought me an electric MG scooter,
which I use for moving around locally and I have a walker for when
we go shopping but as the saying
goes “things ain’t what they used
to be!” However, I did manage to
renew my California driving license
and there’s nothing wrong with my John Thornley, left, having a laugh.
eyesight so I’m luckier than most at
left! This photograph came to me courmy age!
tesy of my friend Adrian Goodenough
I’m sure Eddie Cole will keep me
who worked at MG for so many years.
up to date, on the LE’s at MG 2016 but
Of late Adrian and his wife Linda have
if you have any nice photos, you can
not enjoyed the best of health with
let me have, I would appreciate them.
several hospital visits and we wish
Recent additions to the Limited Edithem a speedy recovery and all the
tion Register are Robert Waldron 1980
best for 2016. Also on the health front
LE. Also Arden Wrisley, 1980 LE, and if our illustrious colleague, Don Hayter,
you have an LE be sure to let me know
suffered a mild stroke towards the end
so I may add it to the comprehensive
of last year but he, I’m glad to report,
listing we have.
is slowly on the mend with good atIn our last issue I showed you
tendant care from Mary his wife. As
a photo of John Thornley taking
I‘ve said so many times this past yeardelivery of his new MGC back in 1969
“ˆGetting old sucks!!!:”
– now for something completely difFinally our drought is fairly well
ferent! Here’s a shot of John as you’ve
dampened due to torrential rain this
never seen him before showing his
past few weeks due to El Nino. Till next
great sense of humor at an MG functime all the very best…Ken… (rememtion in the seventies! John is on the
ber no texting while driving!)

Ken
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“The Belle of Louisville” cruising the Ohio River.

I

’ve traveled to Louisville at least
five times since 2013 in preparation
for “the big one” – MG 2016. Each
visit has increased my enthusiasm for
this event. It is going to be, in a word,
AWESOME!
We opened registration at www.
mg2016.com the first week of December and in less than a month, we had
almost 500 registrations. This number continues to grow as I write this
article. At this rate, we should easily
reach our goal of 1300 MGs on the
showfield at Waterfront Park.
Our opening ceremony at the
Kentucky Derby Museum on June
13th will be seeing almost 800 of our
registrants enjoying Churchill Downs
experience.
Almost all of the seats on two
55-passenger motor coaches for the
Bardstown Bourbon Trail Tour and on
two 55-passenger motor coaches for
the Corvette Factory/Museum Tour for
both Tuesday and Wednesday have

been sold. A smaller tour to Bernheim
Forest filled up rapidly, as did the
Kerns’ Kitchen seminar and the “fascinator” seminar. Keep watching the
registration website, as new tours and/
or openings can become available. You
can modify your registration to add
activities that you missed the first time
around!
The Tuesday night Register Night
banquets are filling up and the band
scheduled to play that evening in the
Crowne Ballroom, Captain Rat and the
Blind Rivets, are excited to be performing for us. John Twist will be conducting his “rolling tech sessions” on
both Tuesday and Wednesday at the
Crowne Plaza. There will be a “talking tour” of the various models of MG
made throughout production inside
the Crowne Ballroom on Wednesday.
Numerous tech sessions are
scheduled inside the Crowne Plaza
on both Tuesday and Wednesday.
Topics ranging from originality and
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powder coating to 5-speed conversions
and V8 conversions will be discussed.
Additionally, guided tours of Southern
Indiana are available both days as well.
We also recommend that you visit the
attractions found in Downtown Louisville such as the Louisville Slugger Factory/Museum and the Muhammed Ali
Center. And be sure to attend our live
and silent auction Wednesday evening
at the Crowne Plaza.
Thursday – the day our MGs
invade Waterfront Park! The park is
a great expanse of grass on the Ohio
River in Downtown Louisville. The
cars will be grouped by class for popular vote (as well as Concours should
you be so inclined).
Dennis Gage of My Classic Car
accepted our invitation to be our guest
and will be at the park on to kick tires
and swap lies with participants. (I
have it on good authority that he really likes the MGB/GT and that Jaguar
fixed head coupes have resided in his
garage!)
We will have food trucks on site;
there is a ‘Joe’s Crab Shack’ on the
waterfront; and restaurants and pubs
await you just a couple of blocks away
should you wish to partake of some

nourishment during the day.
The car show will run from 9am
to 2pm. This will give you plenty of
time to enjoy the area before heading
back to the hotel complex to get ready
for our awards evening at the Crowne
Plaza.
At the awards ceremony, each
register will hold its own presentations
of second through fifth places beginning at 5pm. The awards banquet will
be held in the Crowne Ballroom at
7pm, followed by a message from our
keynote speaker, Dennis Gage.
Special awards, the awarding of
trophies to the first-in-class winners
of each register, and the Chairman’s
Choice awards will be presented at
the end of the evening. We promise to
wrap things up in time for you to get
back out to the parking lots to swap
more lies and kick more tires!
There is still time for you to register for this event at www.mg2016.com!
Trust us; you will NOT want to miss
this gathering of MG enthusiasts in
Louisville from June 13th to the 17th!
Join us in the fun of
“Maintaining the Breed” at MG 2016!

Rick

Letters to the Editor
Dear NAMGBR,
When my car, a 1975 UK MGB/GT
Jubilee Edition was being sorted out in
2012, we found a hidden key locker with
the original ignition key in it. It is in the
right front fender and is held in place by
three screws which also hold the fuse box.
Here is what I know: I was told by
our local MG concourse judge that in
1974, the USA required energy absorbing
bumpers for all MG cars brought into the
USA. When the factory designed and built
these cars, the MGB/GT cars with rubber
bumpers weighed 200 pounds more and
were put in a different emissions class.
The story does not end there though, as
the MG design department was told to
drop the weight on the MGB/GT for 1975.
The MG factory found that the body
was so strong heavier bumpers were not
required and they began reducing weight
in the MGB/GT. Ultimately the weight
was reduced so that the weight of the 1975
rubber bumper MGB/GT ended up only 70
pounds more than the 1974 Chrome bumper model. The key locker was most likely
part of this effort. The irony is that after
all this effort BL decided to not export the
MGB/GT to the USA for 1975 and later.
Management of BL canceled the export of
the 1975 MGB/GT to the USA in the belief
that they would sell TR7 coupes to former
MGB/GT customers in the USA. This did
not happen. The decision to not export the
MGB/GT was made by BL. There was no
reason that the factory could not export
the cars to the USA.
I am also aware that the Key Locker

1975 MGB Key holder.
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is shown on the original factory plans for
1975. I have been in touch with Kelvin
Dodd of the UK who works for Moss in Goleta and is a friend of Ken Smith and has
the plans. Kelvin is aware that the locker
is on the plans but has no idea how many
cars have this feature. I have checked with
everyone in the Willamette MG Club and
no one has this locker.
Do you know anything else about the key
locker? Thanks, —Dick Mullins
Hopefully someone out there has
heard of these and has some information to share with the rest of the
membership. Please email me if you
do.
Robert,
These pictures were sent by Tim
Macsay in Danville, Indiana. He has been
a member since November 2012.
—Bruce Wyckoff

We loaded up the Christmas tree as you can see
and put it on my little MG.
It was sorta fat and kinda round,
But still a beautiful tree that we had found.
When Chris cut it down and yelled “Timber,
I knew that we would decorate this little fir.
With multi colored lights all over the tree.
In the house window for all to see.
Merry Christmas All.
by Tim Macsay
The MG Driver • March / April 2016
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Tim – those are some very cool
pictures! You don’t get to see many
MGs with that much snow on them,
more or less, one carrying a Christmas
tree!

Dear NAMGBR,
WOW! Is all I could say when I opened
the mysterious package from NAMGBR.
WOW! I kept repeating it...and with so
much appreciation and thanks for the
stunning plaque now proudly hanging on
my office wall. To be recognized as Best
Contributing Author for 2015, I can only
reflect that the story was a pleasure to share
– from the admiration of the MGB itself, to
the awesome trip it inspired. Thanks to you,
Alan; Robert Rushing, and the NAMGBR
executive team, members, coordinators and
registrars – and your readers and
followers.
Although we would love to
attend the MG 2016 event, it is far
from a certainty at this point due
to previous commitments, but will
be there in spirit, particularly with
the MG Driver’s always fascinating post convention rundown.
Sincerely, and speaking for
my lifelong friend, Tom and each
of our wives and families, thanks
again,
—Marty Schulze
For those of you who don’t remember, Marty submitted the article on his
epic road trip out west with his best
friend back in 1967.
Well deserved award Marty!
20
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Lancaster Insurance Classic Car Show Report

Article and images provided By Simon Dix (acting as roving reporter)

I

happened to be in the UK
in November, work travel
incorporating a vacation,
and noticed that the Classic
Car Show was to be taking
place during the time I was
over. So I took advantage of being in the MG homeland when
an event was on and headed
to Birmingham and the NEC
(National Exhibition Centre)
to take a look as I had never
been before.
The event is simply massive – akin to a 5-year all register MG convention compared
to single register event. It takes
up 5 halls at the NEC and I
spent about 6 hours exploring
things and didn’t see more
than 70% of everything there.
I made a beeline for the
MG Car Club stand and happened to bump into the MGB Register
chairman, John Watson, who I had
met a few years previously at Kimber
House. He was with the newly saved/
purchased Jean Denton works-backed

MGB that took part in the 1968
London to Sydney marathon. This is
a fantastic piece of MG history that
the MG register is going to restore and
they could use some support. If you
or your club are looking to support
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MGs at the SCCA Runoffs

Article and images provided By John Tures, MG Car Club, Long Island

a good MG cause financially, maybe
this is the cause you’re looking for? As
space in The MG Driver will no doubt
be limited we’ll make available more
pictures and information on the club
web site. Check the home page under
the recent MG and Club News section.
More information about this historical
MG is on the MGB Register website:
www.mgb-register.org/MGB-Register/
Jean_Denton_MGB.html
In the same locale as the MGCC
were the MG Owners’ Club, the Midget
& Sprite club and the Octagon club.
Every club had a good representation
of MG cars and I took a lot of photos.
I tried to capture every MG I came
across. There were many more fine
MG examples around the show where
some exhibitors had cars for sale. In
addition, there was the largest auto
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jumble section I have ever seen. I
browsed around but didn’t come away
with any parts but I did pick up some
MG regalia and souvenirs.
This event is not just for British
classics but European and American
as well. It was a trip back to my youth
seeing various Ford, Triumph, Austin,
Morris, Woolsey, Aston Martin, Rolls
Royce etc. In addition, there were
military and service vehicles. A really
amazing and almost overwhelming
collection.
If you find yourself in the UK
when this event is on I can certainly
recommend it. For me I am now trying to see if I can be in the UK during
some other events like MG Live or
Goodwood Festival of speed. Enjoy the
pictures here or head over to the club
website, www.namgbr.org
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here is no better collection of
great amateur racing than the
SCCA at the Regional, Divisional,
or Majors level. The crown jewel of the
season comes at the end of every at
the SCCA Runoffs. For many years the
runoffs were be held at the same location with Road Atlanta and Mid-Ohio
sharing the majority of the events.
Lately SCCA has decided to move the
runoffs to different venues around the
US. Recently they were held at Road
America, then Mazda Raceway Laguna
Seca, and in September of 2015, Daytona International Speedway. Next
year they will be back at Mid-Ohio, but
in 2017 they go to Indianapolis.
2015’s runoffs were sponsored
by Garmin
VIRB. Almost
600 cars were
entered with
some fields
having 70 cars
while others had only
eight. Such a
disparity in
participation
has always
been a prob-

lem in the sport, but the racing was
amazing. Twenty-eight races were run
over a three day period and qualifying started on Monday. There were
four days of qualifying in all and
some competitors needed all the track
time they could get.
Aside from the great racing there
were restaurants and sports bars
directly across the street from the
speedway. At lunchtime you could
pop over for a couple of $2 Pabst Blue
Ribbon beers, a burger, and get back
in plenty of time to see the races after
lunch.
The star of the weekend was a
MG Midget. Not just any MG Midget,
but Joe Huffaker’s MG Midget. So
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many teams came to the
runoffs with large tractor
trailers loaded with multiple cars, equipment, and an
army of mechanics, helpers,
and hangers-on to support
their efforts. Joe arrived in
Daytona with one enclosed
trailer, one mechanic, and
one car to run two races in
F/P and GT Lites.
For 2015, F/P was Joe’s
main focus and he drove a
fabulous race for the first
six laps mixing up in a four
car dual where he allowed
them to run each other off
the track before he took a commanding lead. Unfortunately, a tire failure
dashed his bid for a 10th National
Championship. Although he did not
win, a Huffaker-prepared MGB driven
by Jerry Lamb took 4th. A beautiful
car but I was not able to locate it in
the paddock to take pictures, maybe I
had too many $2 beers – nah!
Kent Pranther was also entered
in F/P in his MGA which is one of the
most successful cars in SCCA National Championship history having
captured six titles in the G/P category.
Kent even brought his MGA street
car to drive back and forth from the
hotel. Unfortunately, Kent was out
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The ORF Run

Article and images provided By Larry Norton, Peachtree MG Registry

powered by the F/P cars and only
managed a 9th place finish.
At the end of the day, Joe Huffaker was competing in the GT Lites
class. Joe’s MG Midget is a production
based race car with a 1275 motor
featuring twin SU carburetors. Having been a GT Lites competitor and
knowing the extensive modifications
you can do to these engines, I asked
Joe what he did to change the car
between F/P and GTL. He pointed to
a square box on the floor and said we
just bolt in this 100 pound plate in
the car to make weight. He finished
2nd.
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The ORF Run consists of MGs, Healeys, Miatas, Triumphs, Minis, and a Corvette.

W

hat do you call a bunch of car
nuts who get together once a
month for no apparent reason
just to go for a drive? For about a year
there are a number of us who do just
that to exercise our cars and share
some fun.
Tom Nadelhoffer and I decided
that a Wednesday would be a good
day to drive our cars since both of
our wives had commitments on that
day. Our first run was the two of us in
November 2014 and we ended up in
Tellico Plains, Tennessee. The weather
was great and we enjoyed the adventure. An idea was formed to do it more
often.
The plan was to meet up for
breakfast the third Wednesday of the
month and do a drive through the
North Georgia mountains, then have
lunch and find our way back home.
We sometimes wander into Tennessee
or North Carolina as part of our day
trip. Typically we will have between
4-10 cars and they consist of a mix
of marques. Besides MGs, there are
Healeys, Miatas, Triumphs, Minis, and

occasionally a Corvette. Our typical
run is usually about 100-150 miles
and, of course, the mileage to get to
our breakfast meeting place. Everyone
is welcome.
This group tour/get together is
now known as the ORF Run, or Old
Retired Friends. Midweek is usually
pretty quiet on the back roads we take,
and much better than fighting for road
space with mountain bikers or motorcycles. Breakfast/meet up is at 9am and
then it’s off to whatever destination we
have chosen for the month. Coordination of the route is usually done by
Tom Nadelhoffer, who also leads the
group, and our destinations are usually
suggested by one of the participants.
We always try to make it back to the
Atlanta area before the afternoon rush
hour.
If you want a reason to get your
car out and about, and have a great
time with friends old and new, then
we suggest you start something like
this with your local club to keep the
automotive juices flowing. Cheers and
safety fast!
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Remember the Alamo ...

Alamo MG Association

By Bruce Wyckoff, NAMGBR Secretary

Article and images provided By Brian Martin, Alamo MG Association

I
I

n a continuation of my article from
the November / December issue
of The MG Driver, I heard from the
president of the Alamo MG Association, Brian Martin. Brian brought to
my attention the famed Alamo was not
located in Utah, but if fact still located
in San Antonio, Texas.
Being caught in what appears to
be an embarrassing faux pas, I hoped
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to turn the tables on my questioner
and asked “are you sure it is still in
San Antonio?” Brian quickly produced photographic evidence (above
and below) that the Alamo was still
in San Antonio, which is still in
Texas.
So, I asked Brian to tell me a little
about the Alamo MG Association —
his story appears on the next page.
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t was exciting to see our Association
logo in the last edition of The MG
Driver magazine.
The Alamo MG Association was
founded in the late ’70s. A person ran
an ad in the local newspaper that
invited anyone interested in MG’s and
starting a club to meet for dinner.
The person that placed the ad did not
show up, but several other people did
and the Association was started. It
includes all years of MG’s.
Since the Association was started,
there have been a lot of different faces
come and go. We presently have at
least three of the original families in
the club. We have about 70 members

and a lot of years of experience driving and working on MG’s.
Prospective members often ask
what the club does. Well, we are like
most car clubs. We have a monthly
meeting where car issues are discussed and past and upcoming events
are revealed. The meeting is at a
restaurant.
We like to bring hulks back to
life, maintain the ones that are on
the road, drive them, and eat. We
have technical seminars that are
often repair sessions. We usually
have some kind of food to eat at the
seminars. We have had seminars
on paint, transmissions, upholstery
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and more. During the
upholstery seminar, we
recovered a set of MGA
and MGB seats. We also
are co-sponsors of the annual regional All British
Car Day. This event often
has over 100 British cars
of various marquees on
display for the public to
view.
The vice president
is also the tour events
coordinator and tries to
have at least one drive
a month. We usually like to take off
into the countryside. We are lucky
in this area because there are a lot
of great sites to visit and scenic back
roads to get there. We usually end up
at a hole-in-the-wall type place to eat
that has delicious food.
The best part of the Association
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Oooh, You’re Too Big, It Won’t All Fit!

Article and images provided By Richard Jefferson, MGs of Baltimore

O
is the people who are members and
the events we get to participate in.
Oh, and we get to eat at a lot of neat
places.
By the way, we are located in San
Antonio, Texas, therefore the name:
Alamo MG Association. We are not in
Utah, never have been. We would like to
visit Utah someday, though.
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f course I’ve heard this many
times before and you think I’d
never get tired of hearing it, but
in this case described below a little less
of me would have gone a long way.
Now I have you attention on to
the reason for this missive. It falls into
the category of winter work, or what
do you do with too much time on your
hands. You see Carole’s beloved 1974
1/2 MGB has gone through a rolling
restoration ever since she bought it
some 20 years and over 150,000 miles
ago. It has been a pleasure and a learning experience for the most part and
the results are a MGB that we could
comfortably jump in to drive to someplace like California. The car is very
comfortable and I trust it to reliably get
us from point A to B and back while
putting a smile on our faces.
Time does take its toll on these
cars though and of all the things we
fixed, modified, and improved making
it the car it is today there’s one area
that was in desperate need of attention
– the dash. Now, you see where the
size issue comes into play. The B’s dash
had always been an issue with lots of
cracks, one of those covers to cover the
cracks and a glove compartment door
that either stuck or wouldn’t stay close;
it had to go.
I had heard from a few club members their experiences with the dash
so I had some idea of the Pandora’s box
I was getting into. After successfully
completing the task I can say with confidence that British child labor laws
were the ultimate doom for the MG.
You see without those small hands to
thread the soda straw environment
that exists behind the MG dash the
cars just could not be produced. So
you’ve been warned – should you have
idle times on your hands and feel that
you want to waste it changing the
dashboard here are some tips.

Carol Jefferson and her MGB.

Safety First! Equip yourself with
a supply of Band-Aids. Everything on
the backside of the dash has a sharp
edge or a point to bite you. In some
MGs, many of these jaws have been
found to be venomous. Next tackle
safety for your neck, back, elbows and
knees. The twisting and turning you’re
going to do in a small area will give
your joints a proper flex. May I suggest
some yoga classes or a thorough understanding of the Kama Sutra before
attempting the job?
The real tips:
I would not even attempt this
transfer with the seats in place! Take
them out and as a bonus you’ll find
all that loose change and that SevenEleven burrito that once went missing. Removal of the center consul,
the steering wheel clamshell and the
radio consul are next. I did not remove
the steering wheel: it actually gave
me something to pull myself out of
the hole with. Next I removed all the
under dash covers (make sure to take
pictures and remember where all the
screws go). The glove compartment
is next. This piece of work has several
screws and lots of little bits that need
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with my back on the floorboard. The
floorboard also gives you a good place
to recover from a wrist cramp and to
take small naps. Nut 5 located to the
left of the speedometer offers no access
except through the rabbit hole, sorry
about that. Nut 6 is located at the end
of the dash. I’ve heard that you can get
to it through the brake light switch, itself a pain to remove and after removal
gives scant access to the nut. I went
the under the dash route and with
enough tool parings, time and at least
one calf cramp I got it removed.
With the removal of a couple of
screws on both sides of the underside
of the dash you’re ready to remove the
dash. It will take some pulling and
flexing, but it will come out. But wait,
don’t pull it all the way out yet; do you
know what’s behind the dash – well
I’ll tell you it’s lots of wiry bits. All of
these must be disconnected before the
dash comes out. Carefully label each
light and connection, make diagrams
and take lots of pictures. Carefully
label each light and connection, make
diagrams and take lots of pictures.
Please re-read last two sentences. OK I
feel better now.
Take this time to cleanup behind
the dash. Pay attention to the heating
ducts as ours needed repair. You can
also take the gauges apart and clean
them. You’ll be surprised how bright
your dash lights are when you’ve
cleaned decades of gunk of the inside
of the glass.
Now just reverse the process and
SHAZAM you have a new dash along
with a full appreciation of what’s really going on behind that dashboard
curtain and a wish that child labor was
still legal.
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V8 Comparison

Article and images provided By Jim Blackwood

Rick Ingram

to go around the latches to make it
work properly. Did I mention to take
lots of pictures?
The choke cable needs to be
detached from the carburetor linkage
and pulled out using the choke handle.
You must also detach the cables from
the heating controls – a very unpleasant task. When you reconnect them
after the job is done you can lube
them up and position them so that
work properly so you have that to look
forward to.
OK, you’re now ready for the deep
dive. Just six little nuts on top and
some simple screws on the bottom are
all that stands between you and dash
removal nirvana. How long could this
take? It’s longer than you think. Here’s
where you won’t fit. Now these nuts
have been stuck in position for a long
time, they have lots of threads on the
bolts and you can expect each one to
fight you to the end. Assemble every
1/4 inch drive device you have. Small
extensions in various lengths are very
helpful and a universal tip is mandatory and a thumb drive worked for me
too.
Here’s a how to for nuts 1-6 starting from the passenger side: Nuts 1
and 2 are the easiest with one at the
center of the glove compartment and
one just to right edge of the dash. Nut
3 is over the center of the air vents.
Here’s where it starts to get tight. You’ll
probably get your first cut here. I’d quit
and come back tomorrow. Nut 4 is to
the upper right of the speedometer. So
with the speedometer removed you
get to put your hand through the hole
in the dash. If you want to avoid the
rabbit hole, I did have some luck with
enough extensions and a universal

I

Rover V8 photo from BritishV8 website.

saw where The MG Driver was soliciting an article comparing the BOPR
(Buick, Olds, Pontiac 215/Rover) to
the 302 SBF for MGB engine conversions, and I do believe I’m qualified to
comment. I’ve a long history of engine
conversions and MGB ownership, and
have been at the forefront of many
new developments including the
vaunted Buick 455 MGB known as the
“MG Roadmaster”, a beautiful, very
streetable and forgiving GT which is
quite impressive in nearly every way.
Some may think I have a bias
towards the Buick engines, but I would
counter by saying that my bias is towards the best powerplant for the job
and direct their attention to the many
posts I have made on both BritishV8.
org and MGExperience supporting a
wide variety of engine conversions.
And let’s be clear here, the MGB is a
great platform for an astonishing variety of alternative engines so that the
situation really is almost an embarrass-

ment of riches.
In reality the choice is far more
complex. Any engine conversion
should begin with an accurate cost/
benefit analysis. Not necessarily super
detailed but accurate in terms of
expectations and realistic in terms of
limitations. It is far too easy to get excited about an upgrade and go a little
crazy, or alternatively, to assume that
a small power increase will be sufficient and then end up with something
other than what you really wanted in
the first place. You have easy choices
ranging all the way from under 150
HP –which really does wake the car
up – right on up to extremes that only
very few individuals could be comfortable with. But, again, it isn’t all just a
question of power and many factors go
into making the right choice.
Let’s begin with the BOPR and
Ford comparison, and then look at a
few expansions beyond that as well,
starting with the Ford. The Small Block
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The SBF gives up 80 lbs here due to the
iron block. At about 30 lbs less than
the 1800 this engine is the lightest
V8 currently considered as a conversion candidate and it is available in
displacements ranging from 3.5L
(215ci) up to about 5L. Outputs for
North American engines range from
the 135hp of the engine used in the
MGBGT-V8 up to about 300hp and in
some cases more. This engine has been
referred to as the SBC of Europe and
many performance parts are available
for it.
It also has the stamp of legitimacy,
having been used in factory cars during the production years and for some
owners that is determinative. This
conversion has the longest history and
the greatest numbers (disregarding one
very early 289 swap) and therefore the
widest availability of conversion parts.
No kit as such is marketed simply
because you can buy the separate parts
from so many different sources. Naturally with so many of them there is
quite some variety in terms of mounts
and such as well. Because the RB cars
were designed for this engine they
are a drop-in, but many CB cars have
been converted as well and without
tremendous difficulty, some claiming
it is easier to convert a CB car than to
retrofit a RB car to CB specs. The older
engines can take advantage of many
improvements made in the newer
models such as improved engine sealing and EFI.
So what is the downside? After all
you might reason, 80 lbs less means
you can get the same level of performance with fewer horsepower. But
that number works out to about 10, not
a big advantage. Is there a handling
difference? Maybe on a race track, but
I’ve never been convinced. The Ford is
just the stronger engine, primarily due
to the larger bore and the iron block.
And it’s the cheaper one. Plus there are
reliability issues in the BOPR. These
usually only show up in higher horsepower builds but include inadequate
head stud retention (Gasket failure,
more common in the 215) and liner
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302 to 347 cubic inches.
The skirted block of the
Buick gives a strength advantage but the Ford has
a larger bore allowing the
use of larger valves. The
elephant in the room in
this horsepower race is of
course the big block Buick
engine which is light and
compact and available in
aftermarket displacements
up to 700 cubes and we
have created a template for
how to do that one.
So, back to practicality like I said. A good power
target for almost anyone
is the 200-300hp range.
Bob Hertz 302 Ford V8 - photo from BritishV8 website
At 200hp the car will do
issues (more common in the Rover)
more than keep up with traffic, usually
which are fairly serious matters.
it will slay it. At 300 it will run off and
However, we aren’t done yet,
leave at least 99% of the other cars out
because the BOPR is and can rightfully
there and you will rarely even see that
be considered a Buick engine, it is a
other less than 1%. The BOPR is more
member of a family and should not
suited to the lower half to middle of
be considered by itself. This of course
that range with the SBF more suited
brings us to the Buick 300, an engine
to the upper end in company with the
that weighs the same as the SBF, is
Buick 300. The V6-60 fits pretty well
the same displacement, and is exterinto the lower end of that range and is
nally identical to the BOPR with a few
a very practical swap, and the Buick V6
significant differences. It uses a much
fits right into the middle of that range
more common, cheaper and more
as well.
available bellhousing and flywheel.
So the task is to do an honest
Here we’re talking $50-75 instead of
assessment of what level of perfor$300-400. The intake seals the lifter
mance is desired, bearing in mind that
valley rather than the tin lifter valley
along with increased power comes an
pan. The decks are 9/16” taller, making increased need to upgrade the brakes,
the engine a little taller and wider but
cooling system, and driveline. Towards
the same headers and mounts work.
this end the best thing you can posThis swap can and has been done
sibly do is find an opportunity to drive
without a hood scoop. The engine
a few converted cars or at the very least
itself is inexpensive but they are getride in them. This will give you a feel
ting a bit harder to find, particularly
for what results can be expected, be it
the desirable ‘64 model with the alloy
a 302, 215, 3.9, 4.2, 300, or even a V6,
heads and intake. Performance parts
SBC, or LS powered car. This can be
are available.
done by chumming up to the BritAlthough the BOPR is limited to
ishV8 crowd or even attending one of
a maximum 5L displacement, both
their meets.
the 300 and 302 can be enlarged. The
Jim Blackwood - member: WVBCC,
Buick 350 crank fits the 300 with some BritishV8, Spurious, British American
modification and with a .050” overDeviant Automotive Sports-car Society;
bore gives a 5.7L displacement (350).
Owner: Blackwood Labs, +Mfg, LLC 3D
Stroker kits are available to enlarge the
metal printing.
Photo from the British V8 website.

Ford (SBF) in 302 or 5-liter configuration or even the older 289 makes a fine
powerplant for the MGB. A mild tune
can result in a very streetable power
level of 300 HP or more resulting in a
weight-to-power ratio of 8:1 and very
definitely placing the car well into
the muscle car category. Both lower
and higher power levels are easily
achieved, from a stock 2bbl 289 rated
at 225hp up to the limitations of the
block which is said to be susceptible to
splitting at levels upwards of 500. Put
that much power in an MGB and you’d
better have some experience in dealing with it before you take it out for a
drive or catastrophe is the likely result.
I would go on record as saying that for
a hot shoe, 300Hp is a very ideal power
level.
The SBF is not a heavy engine.
With aluminum heads and intake
it weighs in really close to 400lbs or
about 50lbs heavier than the stock
1800. Owners report that the balance
and handling of the car is unaffected
by this small of an increase and I
agree. You will most certainly notice
the power. The engine is not unduly
expensive to build and has many
options, including things like a roller
cam which eliminates the need for
zinc in the oil. Fuel injection is off the
shelf – not exactly cheap but proven.
Kits for the swap are available from
Mantell Motorsports. These kits are
based on the RB crossmember and
includes motor mounts and headers.
A swap into a CB car can be done but
is more difficult. The crossmember
is modified (cut for clearance and
re-welded) and clearance between
the frame rail and the oil filter relocation plate may be an issue. The filter
is mounted remotely. Hood clearance
may or may not be an issue. The stock
heater can be retained although many
have removed it. If you are a Ford
enthusiast, this is definitely the swap
for you, unless you just like the turbo
4-cylinders or the V6, but then you are
mostly on your own with the fabrication.
The BOPR is noticeably lighter.
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MG’s New London Showroom
Article and images provided By Bob Gloyd, Rocky Mountain Centre NAMGBR Concours Coordinator

R

ecently the MG Motor UK Limited opened up a showroom on
the heart of Downtown London,
so while on my recent trip; I stopped in
for a visit.
Now let’s get a few things out
of the way. Yes I know some of you
believe the MG ceased to exist with
the end of MGB production and the
shutting down of the Abingdon Factory. I even know some of you feel the
original MG-TF was the last true MG
Sportscar. I know some of you believe
that the current ownership of the MG
name by SAIC of China is a travesty
and a crime against humanity. But we
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need to face facts! 1) There were many
MGs (Metros and Maestros) produced
in the UK after Abingdon shut down.
2) BMC screwed up when they did not
sell the MG marque to Aston Martin
back in 1980. 3) Rover screwed up
royally when they re-engineered the
Acura Legend, a very well built reliable
car by Honda, in to the Sterling, a
poorly built unreliable car by anybody’s standard. 4) BMW screwed up
when they owned MG by; a) not bringing the MGF over to North America
for sales, and b) not branding the New
MINI as an MG Mini! 5) The MG-Rover
group just screwed up period, and that
allowed the Chinese to jump in, scoop
up the MG name plate and relocate the
manufacturing facilities to China. One
other thing to think of, the new MGs
are designed and assembled in Longbridge (England) just as the MGB was
designed and assembled in Abingdon
(also England). We just have to face the
facts that we are a global society now
and much more of our goods are coming from China! Where do you think
this laptop computer I use was built or
your Apple iPhone or whatever?
With that out of the way, let’s get
on with the story. Saturday morning, I
went to the tube station by my hotel (a
ten minute walk) and caught the tube
to the Piccadilly Circus Station. Even
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though Circus is what they call street
‘circles’, Circus does aptly describe the
Piccadilly area to a “T”. I ‘mind the
gap’ and found my ‘way out’ up to the
street and inquired of a red- vested visitor assistance bloke as to the location
of the new MG Showroom at 47-48 Piccadilly. He informs me that it is about
a ten minute walk in that direction
(everything in this city is a bleeding
ten minute walk from where you are!).
So I set out in the direction pointed,
stopped for a coffee break,
and got to the new showroom
about 45 minutes later.
When I arrived at the
showroom, I realized this was
not a car dealership as we know
it. It was not a lot full of late
model used cars and a selection of the new models in every
color available, but it was truly
just a showroom. MG Motor
U.K. has purchased the entire
building and in total spent £30
million (about $47 million US)
on the renovating the building
and showroom. The showroom
itself is on the ground floor.
Think of it as a store front with

cars on display, with
offices on the upper
floors. The showroom
holds six cars, but, fully
half of them are not
available to purchase.
Let me explain.
When you first
enter the showroom,
immediately to your
right and in the front
window behind
glamour ropes is a
fully optioned beautiful
Alumina Green (light
green) anniversary edition MG-TF celebrating
one million MGs built.
This is the only car in the showroom
that you cannot touch, no opening the
doors, and no sitting in it to try it on
for size – nothing! I was approached by
the only sales representative there, a
chap by the name of Paul Murphy, and
he turned out to be a delightful fellow
and a true MG enthusiast as well. I
introduced myself and explained my
connection to MGs and why I was
there and we immediately hit it off and
started talking cars, MG history, the
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current MG Company, etc. Throughout the visit, I discovered that Paul is
very well versed in the history of MG,
the frustrations of North Americans
not getting the cars, and the current
state of the MG Car Company.
Paul explained that the MGF in
the showroom is there as a drawing
card and of course it is no longer being

manufactured, but is there
to showcase what MG has
done in the recent past.
The MG-TF is not for sale
at any cost and he laments
that he could have sold it
many hundreds of times by
now if it was. He also said
that fully half of the people
that stop in the showroom
are North Americans, MG
enthusiasts, and we all say
the same thing – WHY???
The car is beautiful with
special wheels and markings indicating the celebration of one million cars built, special
leather interior, special steering wheel,
etc. All the options one could want
on a TF and now complete with drool
from me.
Directly across the showroom
floor in the window on the other side
of the front door sat another MG that
cannot currently be purchased. This
one is a frumpy looking coupe that
is electric, named the MG Dynamo.
This one is on display to show that MG
Engineering is in the forefront of technology and looking to the future. The
car looks like it is based on an MG3
and did not appeal to me at all. However, after being in London for some
time, I can see where
there would be interest in
a car like this for a city car
/ errand hopper. Frankly
I cannot understand why
anyone would have a car
in London, much like
New York City, and as
far as I can tell with the
traffic and congestion,
they could get along fine,
possibly even better by
just driving golf carts in
the city. This car would
not have much appeal in
the States I feel.
Right behind the
electric car was one that
can be bought – the MG3.
The MG3 is a super mini
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or compact car in our terms and is
of a fairly attractive if non-descript
style. Personally, after having seen the
cars produced by the prior MG-Rover
ownership, I think the MG-ZR was a
much sharper looking car. Looking
over the MG3, it looks well-built, nice
shut lines, pleasant if boring interior,
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decent leg room, etc.; but
nothing really stands out.
Talking with Paul, I find
out that the car is a bit
underpowered and anemic and he could really
use a ‘sport’ version with
a turbo or supercharged
engine. With the price of
the car, a hot hatch ‘sport’
version would be a great
sale and attraction to the
younger buyers. He has
been unable to convince
the powers that be on
this however. This could
be the perfect car to get
youngsters looking at MGs and bring
attention back to the marque. The
MG3 is raced in a souped-up version
so bringing some of that performance
to the showroom would be a welcome
addition. Its size and styling could
compete against the new MINI, but
the performance won’t.
Right behind the MG-3 was a
striking red new MG6. Think of this
car as halfway between the current
Honda Civic and the Honda Accord
/ Toyota Camry in size. Once again, I
prefer the styling of the Rover 75 / MG
ZT but this is a decent looking car. The
fit and finish is very good, the color
is bright and shiny with no defects in
the paint finish visible. The interior
while not luxurious is not bad, the
car is roomy and comfortable to sit in,
doors shut solidly with a nice thud,
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etc. Prices start at around £14,000 and
top off at £18,000 for a fully optioned
car with turbocharged engine, leather
seats etc. ($21,000 to $28,000). The
build quality looks fine and, if it is
mechanically sound, I could see this
car competing with at least Kia and
Hyundai if not Honda and Toyota.
Directly behind the MG6 was a car
that catches my eye, and of all things,
an SUV! This is the new as yet not on
sale MG-GS SUV. About the size of the
Honda CRV or Kia Sportage this one in
a sort of burnt copper color sits gleaming under the showroom lights. Living
in Colorado and owning a 1997 Toyota
4-Runner that may need to be upgraded soon, this car attracts me right
off the bat. It is much more attractive
than the renderings I have seen leaked
and is the car that was shown at the
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Shanghai Motor
Show. As a result, it is
fully decked out with
options and in left
hand drive! With a
full leather interior,
this one has the best
looking interior I
have seen yet coming from MG, either
the Rover Group or
SAIC. The shut lines
are perfect, the fit and
finish is beautiful the
doors open with ease
and close with a solid
reassuring thunk. No
tin can here! The rear
hatch is automated
and there is ample room for my large
American self behind the wheel. With
the rear seats folded there is more than
enough cargo space. It comes with a
2.0 liter direct injection engine pushing 217 bhp and 350Nm of torque and
a reported 0-60 time of 8 seconds. If I
could have taken this car out for a test
drive and then brought it over to the
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MG name was known worldwide and
pointed to me, an American coming
in to visit wearing a hat with MG pins
on it, a MG event shirt, and a MG logo
belt buckle as an example. Before I left,
he gave me one of the brochures on the
MG3 and MG6 to take with me and I
wished him the best of luck in this new
MG world.
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Chaz de Bourbon for the MG Driver.
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US, I would have. This SUV looks very
competitive and I was smitten with it.
Behind the MG-GS was another
MG3, this one decked out in go fast
looks but with the same anemic engine – all bark and no bite! Again with
the right power plant this would be
competitive sales model in the States,
but as it sits – no. Besides I kept going
back to the GS anyway.

Talking with Paul, we discussed
that no car manufacturer can survive
on just producing a single model twoseat roadster and that he does believe
that MG will get back to producing one
once they get re-established as viable
in the UK. He, as the rest of us, does
wish it was sooner rather than later,
but he also does not know about the
plans to re-enter the North American
market. Judging by the quality of the
cars in the showroom, I am convinced
that the chaps at Longbridge are bolting together a decently built car
and whoever is doing the paint has
mastered it. It is interesting as you
look around the showroom to see
references to the history of MG and
the cars we all love and they have
embraced the concept of both the
history and the MG enthusiasts love
of lots of MG regalia and logo items,
having a full wall in the showroom
displaying shirts, mugs, pins, hats,
teddy bears, and on and on, all
proudly displaying our sacred octagon. And yes of course I emptied my
wallet on some.
While I was there talking with
Paul, a group of four Chinese youth
came into the shop and just barely
speaking English started asking
Paul about marketing the cars and
name recognition. While they
took notes it was obvious that it
was for some sort of school report.
Paul expressed to them that the
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Painting in Winter

Article and images provided By Alan Vinegar, MG Car Club of Toronto

I

ngenuity is the mother of invention. Those of you who live in
northern climates know that it is a
challenge to do painting projects and
not stink up the house. Now, I don’t
so much mind the smell but the other
person I share the house with isn’t
fond of the smell of paint solvent to
say the least. Funny thing – she doesn’t
mind the smell of nail polish, but
that’s another matter.
Winters in Canada can be long,
so with no MGC driving to do I was
desperate to get some work done on
my car. Last year I
rebuilt the engine and
refurbished the engine
bay but there were still
some small engine bay
components that were
sub-par, namely the
air cleaner box and
the radiator sealing
plate. What to do?
I thought about
taking the parts to a
friend’s heated garage,
but he lives an hour
away. The hassle of
having to make the
trip numerous times
for multiple coats of
primer, sanding and
painting seemed impractical. I considered
using the barbeque
and putting a heat
lamp inside, but again
my house mate wasn’t
impressed. I scoured
the internet looking
at egg incubators and
different home solutions and saw someone had used a cooler
as an incubator. That
was a better idea, but
the costs were prohibi42

tive. The it dawned on me: maybe I
could make something from scratch
using closed cell Styrofoam! After a
quick search through Canadian Tire
(the Canadian equivalent to Harbour
Freight) I found the perfect item... the
Styrofoam Cooler….or rather two of
them!
Once home, I measured my
radiator seal which was 30”. I cut the
end off the two coolers and sanded
the rough Styrofoam so I could white
glue them together and duct tape for
added measure. Same with the top.
The next thing I needed was a

Paint cabinet.
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heat source. I tried a
100-watt light bulb
in my work light but
on testing it got up to
85F and the lid of my
box started to melt. I
switched to a 60-watt
bulb and it achieved
between 60-70F when
the outside temperature was below 32F. I
added a few vent holes
to let out the fumes,
made some crossbars
out of coat hangers
and some hooks to suspend the parts. Finally
and for good measure, I lay some
heavy rocks on top to keep the thing
from blowing over during a Canadian gale.
Outdoor painting in the winter
also required a bit of research and
ingenuity. First of all I sand blasted
everything down to bare metal and
then wiped it all down with a metal
prep to degrease and remove all
traces of oil. I then applied my special
tricks for outdoor painting. First, I let
the paint sit in a bath of warm tap
water. I made sure to shake the can
really well. Next, I heated each part
with my partner’s 1000-watt hair
dryer without (and this is crucial if
you attempt this yourself) letting her
know that I had borrowed it.
When that was done, I sprayed
on a coat of Duplicolor self etching

primer. I generally use Duplicolor
products for my painting but you can
use whatever products you feel give
you the results you like.
Finally, I hung the parts in the
heated box for the day. After they
were mostly dry, I removed them from
the ‘incubator’ and left the parts in
the garage for a few more hours. Finally, I snuck them into the basement
with nary a smell.
The paint set up for a few days
before I applied a coat of high fill
primer. I repeated the process, drying
everything outside all day then back
in the house at night, along with
lightly sanding between coats. My
final coats were done with Duplicolor
semi-gloss black. Again you can
decide between gloss and semi-gloss,
Por15, Rustoleum, Krylon etc.
I think that this was a shining
example of that age old adage... a
man’s gotta do what
a man’s gotta do... If
he wants to keep his
partner happy! Maybe
in the summer I’ll use
the cooler for what
it was intended for...
instead of keeping
some parts warm, I’ll
keep a few beers cold!
Alan Vinegar MG Car
Club of Toronto. MGC
GT owner and happily
married.
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Basic MG: Seatbelts and Crash Safety

Article and images provided By Dave Braun, Minnesota MG Group

N

unclip them in flight. And yes, I’m
either Diane nor I think we will
one of those guys who keeps his belt
live forever. The odds are heavfastened on an airliner even on long
ily against it. However, neither
trips to Europe.
of us thinks that it would be a good
I do this because I have a pretty
idea to live our last years seriously
solid engineering background, and I
impaired due to a permanent injury
understand the concept of mass times
that could have been avoided. When
acceleration equaling force. Today’s
I first started hanging around Diane,
cars do a good job of crumpling; inher seatbelt use was a bit haphazard.
creasing the time it takes for a vehicle
If she was wearing them at all, often
to stop in an accident. Rather than go
she would tuck the shoulder harness
through the math, just take my word
behind her arm so it wouldn’t rest on
that decelerating over a long period of
her chest. If she wasn’t in her belt, and
time results in less force applied to the
I was driving, her feet could be often
interior objects than decelerating over
found resting on the dash in front of
a very short period of time. Fortunateher and she would be slumped in a
ly for us, the MGB and modern Midget
semi-reclining position with her spine
also do a pretty good job of crumpling
curved, ready to propel forward and
when needed, followed probably by
under the dash in a frontal accident.
the 1100 / 1300 series, then the MGA
Now for the most part, she wears a
and finally the T-Series. The difference
belt and it is rare when I see her get on
with the last two models mentioned
a highway unbelted. I used to tease
is the amazingly rigid frame the cars
her that in an accident at least the
were built upon, which results in the
car would be less bloody if she were
cars being less willing to yield and sacthrown from it due to lack of belting
rificing their structure to absorb the
in.
impact. Instead, on those models, the
Until my 1952 MG TD, I was alimpact tends to get transferred directly
ways a seatbelt user. Neil, the guy who
to the passenger compartment.
taught me to handle small sail boats
when I was twelve, wore seatbelts in
his ’68 Chrysler.
I guess it was the
first time I was
exposed to someone who actually
used the devices.
Eventually, the
cars I drove had
both lap belts and
shoulder harnesses, and whether
integral or buckled Skipping the gory pictures, here is a cartooned image of a crash
separately, I made of a modern car and the safety elements built into the process.
use of them. When The picture was found on the BBC Bitesize website. So, at least it
is British.
I started flying
airplanes all the
In the drawing of the modern car
models I flew had shoulder harnesses
being smashed courtesy of the BBC,
built in and I never felt the need to
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there are several safety features
built into the car which minimize the injury to the occupant.
The first is the mentioned crumple zone which absorbs (spreads
out over time) the impact, while
the passenger compartment
remains relatively intact. The
second obvious item is the airbag. In the early ’80s, about 15%
of USA drivers used seatbelts;
now the figure is up to about
65%. Because of seatbelt usage
rates USA airbags have had to
be designed to protect both the
belted and unbelted occupant.
To achieve this, airbags inflate
rapidly (50 ms) under high
pressure to a volume of 70 liters.
In contrast, Western European
fitted airbags are only designed
Courtesy of the ‘Pirate4x4.com’ website is this
to protect a belted occupant and
great image that explains the forces involved if
inflate to 30 liters within the
the shoulder belt is mounted low.
same time. Note that seatbelt
use in Europe is estimated at
the force will be opposed by the purple
95%. Either way, the airbag should be
arrow which is at a 45° angle. This reconsidered a supplementary restraint
sults in a horizontal and vertical vector
system (SRS). The system was invented
of cos45°(3,000) or 2,121.3 lbf on the
in the 1970s but not implemented rouchest (the orange arrow), which can
tinely in all cars until a 1990 Federal
probably be handled, and the same on
edict which forced their use in 1998.
the collarbone (the pink arrow with
One advantage of airbag systems is the
the area of ‘pain’ around it), which
same sensors used to fire the airbag
probably can’t be safely handled. In
also can be used to pretension the lap
this example the sine of 45° and the
and shoulder belts, something that is
cosine of 45° happen to equal each
routinely implemented in today’s deother, so we only did the calculation
signs. Finally notice that our dummy is once.
also wearing the lap and shoulder belt.
Imagine if we extend the belt atIf you look further you will see that the tachment aft two feet or so to the rear
shoulder belt is anchored high on the
to obtain a 10-degree angle from horiside post which minimizes the clavicle
zontal. This places the purple arrow
compression the dummy would expeat a shallower angle and now we have
rience if it were allowed to ‘loop’ on his cos10°(3,000) or 2,954.4 lbf on the
shoulder .
chest; and sin10°(3,000) or 520.9 lbf on
the clavicle which is much more manIn the image above from Piraageable. But the purpose of a shoulder
te4x4.com, the shoulder belt is mountbelt isn’t to break the clavicle or cave in
ed low, and immediately behind our
the chest. On our older cars the solid
dummy. In engineering, we often
steering column is perfectly capable of
break forces down into vectors to unthat task. No, the shoulder belt should
derstand where they may occur. If the
spread the load over a wider area of the
force due to the deceleration and mass
chest than reasonably expected by a
of the dummy is 3,000 lbf (pounds
point impact with something solid in
force) as shown by the large red arrow;
the car, and prevent the deadly probThe MG Driver • March / April 2016
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strap through to keep the force distriblem of head impacting a solid object
uted on the chest. The purpose of the
and causing a brain injury or worse.
inertial reel is to take up the slack of
In aviation we measure head injury
the seatbelt and shoulder belt in use,
avoidance by head injury criterion
(HIC) as established by the Federal Avi- but also to allow the belt to be pulled
free for fastening. Unfortunately,
ation Administration (FAA). On new
the metal balls that sense the inertia
designs it is difficult but possible to
sometimes jam shut. Compounding
meet the criteria. In retrofit situations
this is the fact that the inertial reels are
even the FAA recognizes that some
very difficult to disassemble and repair
protection is better than nothing and
because of the amount of old, brittle
allows great leeway in making these
plastic used in their manufacture. If
kinds of improvements. But airplanes
you are trying to maintain your car
generally have solid walls and ceilings
as original, the seat restraints can be
where anchors may be well designed,
a real challenge. The webbing used is
installed, and utilized. In our convertalso prone to dirt, stiffening over time,
ibles it isn’t as easy.
and because they are primarily made
Let’s discuss a few facts about
from polyester webbing, lose their
seatbelt construction. Early cars,
ability to stretch and absorb some of
when equipped with seatbelts usuthe loads imposed on them. For this
ally are based on a retrofit kit of some
reason, many sources recommend
sort. These early kits were sometimes
replacing belt webbing every 10 years.
anchored in wood flooring, or in locaThis seems unlikely to be done by any
tions that do not pass scrutiny regardowner I know, but there are companies
ing the way the forces are distributed.
which do offer this type of service. In
In addition, the distance between the
fact the internet is full of good sources,
hard metal surfaces we are trying to
including the website of the mgaguru.
avoid in a collision and our bodies is
com, the mgexp. Com, and other
very short in early cars, making the
information treasure troves as close as
retrofit shoulder belts unlikely to help
much unless they
are worn very tight.
Later factory seatbelts are anchored
with more engineering involved, but
may only consist
of a lap belt. If your
MG is equipped with
the late ’60s early
’70s Kangol brand
non-retractable belts
that uses a hook and
slip bar latch, do you
wonder how protected you are? As long
as there is tension on
the system you are
probably OK.
The later cars
The Kangol brand non-retractable seat belts used around
with the inertial
1970 are difficult to source and expensive due to sharing the
reels mounted low
installation with Mercedes Benz and Jaguar models of the
require an above-the- same period! The good news is that the plastic press button for
shoulder bracket to
the stud attachment on the rear deck is available again from
the usual sources.
thread the shoulder
46
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your Google or favorite search engine.
  If you do install a replacement
inertial reel system, consult the instructions to make sure you do so in
such a way that the orientation of the
reel is correct. Many are designed to
work in only one orientation and using them in another may cause them
not to safely function and/or impossible to retract or reel out. In pre-1973
MGs you will likely need to install a

mounting boss for the retractor; or on
a GT install mounting brackets on the
wheel arch to handle the retracting
mechanism.
If you are coming up with a
retrofit seatbelt design on your own,
probably anything will be better than
no seatbelts, but here are a few ideas.
(Note: I’m neither endorsing nor advising that these comments are workable
in all cases. If you do your own design
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work based on these comments, you
are still solely responsible for any
outcomes.)
• The webbing from which the belts
are constructed is designed to
stretch somewhat to help absorb
impact during a crash. The human
body will also stretch somewhat
during an impact. In choosing seat
and harness locations, consider
both of these facts and design adequate clearance for the driver and
other occupants from the steering
wheel, roll cage, and other objects
which they may impact.
• If you do experience a crash, the
stretch may no longer be available if the webbing was tensioned
beyond its yield point.
• Since the belt’s webbing will stretch
a percentage of its total length,
keep all belts as short as possible
to minimize the belt’s stretch and
resultant body movement during a
crash or impact.
• During installation of the belts,
make sure that webbing enters and
exits straight and in-line with all
anchor plates, brackets, 3-bar slides,
tilt-lock adjusters and seat slots.
• Mounting brackets should be
installed at an angle that is compatible with the direction of pull on
the webbing under full load.
• All mounting brackets should be
attached directly to the frame /
chassis / roll cage of the vehicle.
• Minimum specification for nuts,
bolts, and washers to attach the
restraint system is SAE Grade 8 (or
metric equivalent).
• All mounts should be designed and
constructed so as to be able to withstand the load placed on them.
• The restraint should be installed
so that no belt rubs against any
surface that can cause the webbing
to fray.
• Anchor plates for all 2” belts are
drilled for 7/16” bolts.
The TD and similar MGs of the
period have suicide doors which often
48

latch poorly; solid steering columns;
low profiles with little or no protection
in a roll over; the gas tank is mounted
vertical and high on the rear about the
same elevation as the front bumper
of a pickup truck; and there are very
poor crumple zones or space for the
occupants from side intrusions. So
now it is time for true confessions. I’ve
been driving our TD ‘Tommy’ since
1979. In all of that time he has never
had seatbelts much less a shoulder belt.
Why? There is almost no way to install
a safe outer lap belt attachment due to
the construction of the wood framing
of the body on the outer side of the
car. The inner side can be modified
to take a lap belt attach point, but the
outer side is still going to pull out first.
Absent a roll bar which would make
the car even more difficult to drive for
a person my height (6’3”) there is also
nowhere to safely place the shoulder
belt attach point. When a shoulder
belt attach point is used in a TD, they
are generally so low as to not prevent
the upper torso and the head from
contacting the steering wheel and
metal cowl regardless of their use. So
to drive the car, I pretty much need to
go beltless as I’ve not figured out a safe
enough system to warrant installing
one, and I’ve not seen another’s belt
system that passes muster on the forces
that will actually be encountered.
Life isn’t and can’t be made completely safe. Sometimes you pay your
monies and you take your chances.
Diane and I are comfortable with
that decision even though it prevents
us from participating on some track
days and other events, and we still are
willing to drive him long distances for
trips. On all of our other hobby cars,
we inspect our belts and make sure
they are properly functioning.
I hope this article encourages you
to go out and consider the functioning
and age of your seat belts on your cars
and decide for yourself if you can make
improvements. As always, you are
invited to contact a mentor if you need
some extra advice.
Safety Fast!
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My Day at Gaydon
Article and images provided By Bob Gloyd, NAMGBR Concours Coordinator,
MGCC Rocky Mountain Centre

like when I was sent
to Copenhagen for
six months or my
current assignment
in London, England,
where I am writing
this now.
One of the items
on my bucket list,
as it should be so
for every British car
nut, was to visit the
British Motoring
Heritage Museum
in Gaydon. Having
Warwick station: Prepare to walk into town for a taxi.
a free Saturday, I decided to do just that.
s some of you may know, my
So Saturday morning I work up bright
job requires that I travel quite a
and early, took the Tube to Paddington
bit. Usually it is to some exotic
Station, then back to Marylebone, and
location like Allentown, Pennsylvania, took an overland train to Warwick StaWaukegan, Illinois or even Jefferson
tion, a 1 1/2 hour trip.
City, Missouri; but sometimes I get
Arriving in Warwick, I discovered
sent to some other less exotic location
no taxis at the train station and pro-

A
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ceeded to walk the ten minutes to the
town center where I found one of the
five cabs in the village and asked the
driver to take me out to the Heritage
Center in Gaydon. He knew exactly
where I wanted to go and it was only a
£20 ride.
As we descended the drive past
the Jaguar / Land Rover plant, we were
greeted by over 500 MGFs/TFs as just

50

by my lucky chance it was MGF day
and they were celebrating the 20th
anniversary of the introduction of
the MGF! There were rows and rows of
MGFs and TFs all neatly lined up and
parked by color. I could not believe my
luck!
The first thing I did was seek
out the MGCC tent and introduce
myself and receive condolences from
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the MGCC staff manning the booth
for knowing Alan Magnuson, Rick
Ingram, and Brian Woodhams. I knew
in advance that Brian had family
visiting and could not be available this
weekend as we had met up a couple of
weekends earlier, but he did not tell
me about the MGF event. The overall
consensus was that I should visit the
museum first and then join the event

outside afterward.
As I said, the Gaydon Museum
should be on everybody’s bucket list!
One of the amazing things is that the
cars are not ‘roped off’ like in U.S. museums, you are free to walk all around
them and look at every detail from
every angle. Just do not open the doors
or attempt to get in them as was broadcast over the speaker system (no not
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me this time). So here I was exploring
Old Number 1 up close and personal,
the first Mini off the line, the last
‘classic Mini’ off the line, and the first
new MINI off the line; the first MGB
built on a Heritage Shell, The EXP land
speed record cars, Morris Bullnose
18/80s, Austin 7s Fabric Bodied MGs
built on Morris chassis, Jaguar, Wosley,
Austin-Healey, MG prototypes built on
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the Mini platform, a MG EXP SV (oh
I wish we could have gotten that car),
Morgan, Avis, and Rolls Royce; a MGB
GT that was split in two where you can
walk through the middle of it. Basically everything I could ever wish for
in my garage. Circling the outside wall
is the evolution of the British Automobile from the earliest all the way up to
the modern cars. It was an amazing
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site to take in.
After a quick lunch of a Cheddar and Pickle sandwich and a warm
Coke (They seem to be challenged
with chilling beverages over here),
I went back outside to take in the
MGFs. I have seen a few of these at the
NAMGBR events especially this past
year in Niagara Falls, but nothing like
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500 of them in every single available
option, color, and personal customization. I always thought that I knew
what color I would have purchased if I
could, but seeing the full range there
are some that just fit the car well and
look wonderful. It would be hard to
pick.
Going back to the MGCC tent,
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the club officers hooked me up with
a gentleman whose name escapes me
now and he took me out for a spirited
drive in his beautiful blue MG-TF 160.
He actually offered to let me drive but
I declined as I do not think I could
shift with my left hand and I know I
would go the wrong way through the
roundabouts. Let’s face it, I am hopelessly American! He answered all of
my questions about the car and really
gave it a workout and I was having
fun! When we got back to the show, I
walked around some more chatting up
anyone and everyone.
I met some people that had some
of the MG-Rover Zed cars and looked
over a new MG6. Now first let me say
that if MG-Rover had brought the Z’s
and the MGF over to the States, they
would still be in business, these cars
would have fit in just fine and the F/TF
would have been a hit! I was pleasantly surprised with the MG6 as even
though it is Chinese, assembled in
England, the fit and finish and quality
of the car looked good. Dress it up with
all the options, leather etc. it would

compete against the Camry, Hyundai,
etc.; but apparently it is not even being
marketed to the rest of Europe yet, just
only England.
I also met up with one of the new
and used MG car dealers at the show
and told him to find me a light green
MGF, convert it to left hand drive,
swap out the hydrolastic suspension
for coil overs, hold on to it for five
years, and then ship it over to me! As
the show was winding down, I called
my cabbie (fortunately he had given
me his phone number as the Museum
is not on anyone’s route), he came and
picked me up, took me back to the
train station, and I took the trip back
to London wishing and dreaming of
owning an MGF one day and planning
a return trip to the Museum to take in
more of the cars on display.
If you are ever in the neighborhood, this is a must do item! Thanks
to the MGCC for their friendship and
hospitality and believe me when I tell
you, when you own an MG, you have
friends you have not met yet everywhere in the civilized world.
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Book Review:
“How to Give Your MGB V8 Power” (4th Edition)
By Roger Williams • ISBN 978-1-845848-33-0 • Veloce Publishing • www.veloce.co.uk

O

ne thing you can
say about Veloce
Publishing,
when they do re-printings, they don’t just
reissue the same book,
they have the author
update and improve the
book. This fourth edition of How to Give Your
MGB V8 Power does just
that. Roger Williams,
with his extensive mechanical engineering
expertise, expands on
his previous volumes
with more detail and
more pictures which
makes this already
great book even better.
If you are even
considering installing
a V8 in your MGB, you
need to pour over this
book a couple of times
before you make any
decisions. He starts
off with some general
info on conversions
and some of the options. After that,
he gets into specific details on each
engine option – the Buick/Rover V8,
Ford 302, GM 350 – including the pro
and cons of each. The same goes for
the different transmissions options,
the pros and cons, what kind of horsepower each can handle, etc.
The book doesn’t just cover the
fun stuff, but goes into great detail
on all the other pieces that it takes to
make a successful conversion. Cooling systems, brakes, body modifications (the drawings and measurements on what needs to be done are
excellent and worth the price of the
book alone), front suspension, rear
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suspension, steering, exhaust, ignition, electrical changes – it is very
comprehensive.
Over the past 10-15 years, the
Modified MG class at NAMGBR conventions has gone from just a handful of cars to one of the biggest classes
at each show and the British V8 group
has exploded in participation numbers at their get-togethers each year.
While V6 and four cylinder conversions are gaining in popularity, they
pale in comparison to V8 conversions.
This book will help you join in on the
fun (or completely scare you away)!
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Robert Rushing

Get A Grip!

Article and images provided By Bob Sherman, Willamette MG Club,
Canadian Classic MG Club, Northwest Hillclimb Association

M

any of us are running the
T-9 five speed gearbox
conversion. Good ratios,
no leaks, and no troublesome overdrive unit. We have a specially
built one in our MGB race car, and
one in our street driven MGB.
However, the rather cheap
shift knobs furnished with these
conversions always bothered
me. The worst part is the plastic
threading which eventually wears
and the knob loosens. Many of
us grew up in the “muscle car”
era, and had Hurst linkages for
our four speeds. (This was before we
converted our beliefs to align with the
Church of MG.) I always liked the big
round shift knobs on the Hurst units.
Thus, I did a little research. I
found Johnny Law Motors, 201 SE
Oak St., Portland, Oregon 97214 USA;
phone 971.222.2551. The Website is
www.JohnnyLawMotors.com. They
deal primarily in muscle car and hot
rod components, and indeed have a
great selection of parts for this market.
However, I learned they also have a
variety of custom gear shift knobs, and
adapters, making it easy to upgrade
your T-9 shifter. Johnny Law Motors
has every type shift knob imaginable. Many are made with a machined

16mm x 1.5 metal insert to thread
onto the gear lever. Ah, you say, “That
is not the correct size for the T-9.” This
is cured by ordering a machined metal
adapter, 10mm x 1.5 to 16mm x 1.5.
The part # is 6-01022, or ASCAD14.
The shift knobs I bought are the “Old
Skool Series,” one in opaque white and
the other in opaque black. The part
# for the black knob is ASCSN08001.
One of these knobs, the adapter, and
shipping, will set you back around
$40.00. Once installed, they won’t
loosen over time. If you have trouble
pulling up the part numbers, just give
them a call.
Not content with just replacing
the knob, I never did like the height
of the gear lever. I took it to my local
machine shop, where they are
very nice about doing my small
projects. I had them shorten the
lever by and inch and a half and
cut new threads. This cost about
$40. The result of all this is a nice
height and a good feel to the gear
lever.
The photos of the installation
of the black knob in our streetdriven MGB will give you an idea
of how this looks. I think we are
going to enjoy shifting a lot more
with these modifications.
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MGB/GT (and MGC/GT) Tech Tip

Article and images provided By Bill Brauch

M

y GT rear windows would not stay open, as most of them I have experienced. I decided to fix this, as I like to have the windows open in hot
weather. I fabricated some small clips out of aluminum to hold the latch
in the open position. They can be installed easily, once the window is open, and
must be removed to close the window. To install, I attach the large side to the
trim strip, and slide down over the knob on the latch.
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Tech Talk
John Twist
Technical Coordinator
The MGB Driver

John,
Can you recommend someone that
rebuilds speedometers? Two months ago
it was squalling like crazy and the needle
was jumping all over. It finally pegged
out and seized up and twisted the end
off the “L” connector that goes into the
transmission. The cable was not damaged
at this time. I removed the speedometer
and applied silicone spray to the moving parts but do not have a lot of faith in
that procedure. It is working at this time
and the speedometer does not jump like
it used to “BUT” the question remains
“will it continue to do so?” I would like
to send it off for repair this winter while
the car is tucked away. Any help you can
provide would be greatly appreciated.
Thank You, —Tim Macsay
Tim,
We use Nisonger Instruments in Mamaroneck, New York. There are other
firms throughout the USA, and our
MG friends on the west coast used a
similar firm out there. But for us, it’s
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Nisonger. (914) 381-1952
John,
I have a 1976 MGB roadster. It has less
than 25,000 miles on it. It has always run
hot ever since I owned it and I assumed
that all MGs ran hot (which may or may
not be true). I had a 1978 MGB and it ran
hot as well. I went to a number of meetings with the Reno British Car Club over
the summer and one of my club mates
highly recommend replacing the original
radiator with a new aluminum one that
Moss now offers. I took his advice and
installed a new radiator. I also Installed
an electric fan in front of the radiator to
provide additional cooling should I need
it. I replaced the temp sensor at the same
time.
Last year I installed a new water
pump. The new radiator did make a difference but I am not sure it has completely
fixed the problem. I drove the MG in the
back and forth to Reno from Lake Tahoe
after the new radiator was installed and
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although it didn’t overheat the
temp gauge on the dash was leaning towards the H. The last couple
of times I drove the car before
winter set in the car would pop
when I shut off the engine. The pop
sounded like a backfire but it was
not as loud. It is a single pop and so
I don’t think it is post ignition.
I ran into a mechanic who works
on Jaguars and he told me that
they typically run hot and what
he recommends I do is to replace
the catalytic converter because he says
they often fail on Jaguars and replacing them has solved their overheating
problem. However, I am also concerned
that my running hot problem might be
caused by a blown head/gasket or at least
a head/gasket that is beginning to fail. I’m
leaning towards an exhaust issue but I
am only guessing. What next steps do you
recommend I do to remedy my overheating problem? Do you have any ideas what
tests I can run to help me diagnose the
problem.
Thanks, —Tom Doyle
Tom,
Your MGB may be running above
normal – or – it may simply be
indicating above normal. What is
“normal?” The thermostat controls
the temperature of the engine by
placing a minimum limit on the coolant. A 195F thermostat will not allow
the engine
to run at less than 195; a 180F thermostat will not allow the engine to
run below 180F. In almost all situations, in almost all climates, the
cooling system will dissipate the
excess engine heat and the engine
will run at the temperature of the
thermostat and not above. A note of

caution about thermostats – those
small units used to have a bleed hole
in them to allow air to pass through
when they are closed (when you are
filling the cooling system). They no
longer have that breather. You MUST
drill a 1/8” hole in the thermostat
flange to allow air to escape.
If the engine runs ABOVE the thermostat setting, then the engine is
making too much heat and/or the
cooling system cannot dissipate
the heat. About the only reason the
engine makes too much heat is faulty
timing. ALL of our MGs (1946-1980)
(not the V8s) should be timed at
32-degrees BTDC at full mechanical
advance, vacuum disconnected. A
very high load on the
engine could cause overheating, too.
Water pumps fail but very, very rarely
fail to pump water (more often they
leak). Radiators DO become scaly and
plugged, but that’s still not common. Airflow through the radiator
can be a problem, especially with the
MGAs. And very hot summer air just
doesn’t have enough mass to absorb
the heat from the radiators so hot
weather running is often difficult for
our MGs.
An infrared thermometer, a pyrometer, is the best method of checking
the true temperature of the engine
and cooling system. The bottom
of the radiator should be 20F
cooler than the top.
So why is your MGB indicating
above “normal?” This is an electrical circuit (Do we hear the
names of LUCAS and SMITH’S?).
First there is a voltage stabilizer which may be faulty and
allowing more than 10v into the
gauge circuit (fuel and temp
are powered by this common
stabilizer). There is then the
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gauge which is almost always
OK. Finally there is the sending
unit which is your problem. For
forty years the sending units
were made to spec and worked
well. Then, sometime in the
past ten years the company
producing them forgot how
to make them. Because the
modern units have too low of
a resistance, the gauge reads
high. It’s as simple as that. New
sending units are supposed to
be available within several months.
In about 2004, my late wife, Caroline,
and I attended the NAMGBR convention in Grapevine TX. It was HOT
HOT HOT. I was doing my rolling
tech and the complaint from the next
MGB in line was “It overheats.” The
owner and his wife had driven the
MGB from New York to Texas. If there
was truly a problem overheating, he
wouldn’t have made it. He opened
the bonnet to an incredible display
of HVAC ducting. There were baffles
to get ALL the air moving through
the radiator. Immediately I suspected
something else. “How do you know
it’s overheating?” I asked. “Because
the gauge reads close to hot,” was
the answer. I tested the wire to the
sending unit – it didn’t blink indicating to me that the stabilizer wasn’t
working (this was before the Zener
diodes). I looked under the dash,
found the dangling stabilizer, connected it, and PRESTO! The gauge
read “Normal.” His
wife about kissed me.
“He’s been obsessing about this for two
years!” I’ve digressed
here, but I hope this
helps.

le château du comte de Flands ,
Exposition de l’ Exposition Universelle, Anvers , Luxembourg ,
et, bien sûr , Waterloo .

says that the whole house is smelling. In
my case the car was in an outside garage.
Thanks in advance, —José
Jose,
The smell is probably gasoline. The
most common source of that smell
is from the boot / the trunk. There
are two vapor lines that connect the
condensing canister (silver-colored
can about 10cm in diameter inside
the right rear fender). One or both
of these lines is probably cracked.
Replace both lines. Use modern black
rubber fuel line.
BTW... Je travaillais pour huit semaines in 1966 au Supermarché
Delhaize «Le Lion» au 1210 Chaussée
de Wavre , Audergehm , Bruxelles.
Je approvisionné étagères et les
retours de bouteilles traitées. Il y
avait cinquante francs belges à un
dollar américain. On pourrait encore
conduire et de l’automobile à travers
la Grand-Place. Je suis allé à Gand ,

Hello John,
I’m living in Belgium and
have a question. Could
you answer me on this,
please? I wonder if you
already have made a film
about what the bad smell
of the MGB could be? I’ve
sold my MGB and I also
thought it smelled bad.
Is that a normal thing or
does it have a solution?
The man who bought it
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Hi John,
I am wanting to change from my
single Weber Carburetor to twin
SU’s on my 1980 MGB LE. Which
of the SU carbs would be the best fit
for my car.
Thanks in advance for your
wisdom.
—Alan Kleinschmidt
Alan,
I’m a real fan of the HS carburetters
(float bowls on the side) rather than
the HIF (float bowl on the bottom). Fit the choke cable into the
dash where the dash light rheostat
is presently located and then move
the rheostat to a blank plug above its
present location. Find a whole package – the cast iron factory exhaust
manifold, intake manifold, linkages,
etc. Don’t use a header (all headers are hot, all headers are noisy, all
headers leak, all headers are headaches!). Hope this helps! I can help
you with a “whole package” if you
need it.
John,
I get an occasional gas odor inside my
1970 MGB/GT. I have renewed the charcoal filter per your video and installed new
hoses to the filter. I have also installed a
new hose from the tank to the filler and
made sure it is tight. Still get the
occasional odor. Any other hints?
—Jim Vier

happens.
The fuel tank can be perforated /
rusted through on top; the emission
lines can be fractured; the condensing canister can be perforated. Most
commonly it’s the lines to and from
the condensing canister. But, we did
have a new tank just in the past year
that leaked at the base of the filler.
Even if the fuel pump leaks, it’s unusual for the gasoline smell to waft
into the cockpit.
Sometimes the carbs overflow but
that is always connected to a change
in the way the car runs. Some of the
carb floats have metal hinges. These
can become so worn that the floats
shake violently at certain engine rpm
– which allows gasoline to enter the
float bowl and overflow. This is an
rpm connected problem.
Occasional faults (in this case
“smells”) are very difficult to diagnose, but I believe you’ll find the
problem somewhere in the previous
three paragraphs. Let me know what
you find!

Jim,
There are three places the
smell can originate – the fuel
tank and lines; the fuel pump;
and the charcoal adsorption
canister / carbs. By 1970, the
carbs and canister are so thoroughly connected that it’s difficult to have fumes come from
the carbs – but sometimes that
Reminder: John Twist will be pleased to answer your technical query; you can e-mail
him at johntwist@universitymotorsltd.com or call during his technical hour of 1-2pm
Eastern, Monday-Friday.
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Registrars of NAMGBR
Original Owner Registrar
Bill Hawkins • (919) 676-8888

MGB Registrar
Jack Long • (410) 450-1385

Sell • Seek • Swap!

Ads here are FREE to NAMGBR members in good standing — please, no business or commercial
ads. Send ad copy with name, address, phone number and membership number to mgslime@swbell.net or 5444 Sutherland Ave., St. Louis, MO 63109. Ads only accepted in writing and may be
edited for content. • Business or other ads by arrangement with Charles de Bourbon, Advertising
Coordinator (see inside front cover.) Ads run for two issues, space allowing. The Register retains the
right to refuse any ad it deems unacceptable. The originating state is shown at the end of each ad.

343 Spencela Parkway
Forest Hill, MD 21050
mgb@namgbr.net

2301 Kendricks Court
Raleigh, NC 27613
original@namgbr.net

CARS FOR SALE

MGB LE Registrar
Ken Smith •

Hammer & Tongs Registrar
Phil Smith •

PO Box 8645
Goleta, CA 93111
mgble@namgbr.net

MC3955, UCHC, 263 Farmington Ave,
Farmington, CT 06030
hammertongs@namgbr.net

1979 MGB – Brooklands Green, black interior.

Early Midget/Sprite Registrar
Bruce Hamper • (314) 822-4831

Post Abingdon Registrar
Mark Jones • (519) 862-3763

132 Wildwood Lane
Kirkwood, MO 63122
midget-sprite@namgbr.net

P.O. Box 1203, 510 Albert Blvd.
Corunna, Ontario, NON 1GO Canada
postabingdon@namgbr.net

1500 Midget Registrar
Steve Olson • (816) 452-3540

Next Generation Registrar
Alex Mantell • 217-552-6033

2147 CR 1100 N
Sidney, IL 61877
mantellalex@yahoo.com

3540 North Kenwood
Kansas City, MO 64116-2792
1500midget@namgbr.net

1974½ MGB Registrar
Dennis Taylor •

5941 Rounder Lane
Holly Springs, NC 27540
1974.5MGB@namgbr.net

MGB V8 Registrar
Modified Registrar
Mike Grieco • (308) 452-3090

519 Grand Avenue
Ravenna, Nebraska 68869
mgbv8@namgbr.net

Pull-Handle MGB Registrar
Lloyd Faust •
704 Timber Lake Circle
Southlake, TX 76092-7248
pullhandle@namgbr.net

Ex-Leyland and Nisonger executive’s car.
New everything – nothing needed – a sure show winner. $12,500. Call Jay Marquess for more info.
(203) 367-1089 or (203) 394-8010 (Cell) CT
111215

1980 MGB LE – One owner last 26 years. Chrome
off repaint, new black leather interior with red piping,
new carpets, reconditioned wheels. New top, radio /
cd, Spatz shocks, overdrive, engine rebuilt to 2000cc
with mild cam and Weber carb. Excellent road car in
1971 MGB/GT V8 Conversion – 3.5 Rover V-8 w/a exceptional condition Multiple show winner. Many
Borg Warner T-35 AUTOMATIC transmission, a Be- pictures on request. $11,400 obo; Ed Farnell,
(803) 360-6806 or email eafarnell@gmail.com SC 030416
Cool radiator, Ford Mustang rear axle w/ 2.78 ratio,
a 1977 – 1980 MG dash w/Golden Oldies Auto Meter
gauges, Fiero seats, Konig 16x7 wheels w/ new tyres,
Flowmaster mufflers w/ SS exhaust, RV8 bonnet, and
14200 miles since rebuild. Plus many extra parts. Bob
Forsblom, Columbus, Ohio, (614) 378-8153, Forsblom@wideopenwest.com. $6500.00. OH
091015 1970 MGB – Excellent condition, many updated
components – BEST OFFER! Pat Pesce, (718) 9867369 or patp@cfl.rr.com    FL
030416
1953 MGTD – Jaguar Blue over Butterscotch

leather hides with tan canvas soft top and matching
side curtains; number’s matching. Earlier total professional restoration - recent refurbishments include new
stainless steel exhaust system, battery, electronic fuel
pump, brakes, and more. $21,000 Dave Osborn, (401)
965-4485 email for more pictures
111215
sugarloaf hill@verizon.net RI

PARTS FOR SALE
MGB side fill transmission w/ an LH overdrive. Completely rebuilt, guaranteed for one year.

Sale price $1800.00 firm, plus shipping etc. Bob
Forsblom, Columbus, Ohio, (614) 378-8153, Forsblom@wideopenwest.com. OH
091015

1979 MGB - One owner for past 30 years;

Ex-Leyland and Nisonger executive’s car.
New everything – nothing needed – a sure show winner. $12,500. Call Jay Marquess for more info.
(203) 367-1089 or (203) 394-8010 (Cell) CT
111215

MG 1100/1300 Registrar
Bill Fox •

998 Northwestern Ave
Fairview Heights, IL 62208
1100-1300@namgbr.net

1971 MGB - Red/Black – exceptional car, wire

wheels, completely assessed and vetted, rust free, and
ready to drive with confidence. New in the last 200
miles: chrome wire wheels, tires, hubs, tune-up, all
hydraulics, starter, batter, alternator, rear brakes, master cylinder, wheel bearings, and heater valve. $7500.
Steve Day, (509) 662-5374,
britishcarranch@hotmail.com WA
111215

MGC Registrar
John Rogers • (530) 432-9595
18251 Starduster Dr.
Nevada City Ca. 95959
mgc@namgbr.net

100,000 Mile Registrar
Jai Deagan • (517) 295-3599
11825 Columbia Highway
Eaton Rapids, MI 48827
100kmile@namgbr.net
64

Garaged, excellent condition. Clutch master cylinder
recently replaced and serviced regularly since purchased in 1998. Included, spare Zenith Stromberg
carburetor, interior spares, service and maintenance
parts, supplies, and misc. fasteners. Maintained by
mechanic with 45 years experience with MG cars.
Information; NAMGBR registration: 8-3768. Build
date: 10-78. 64K miles on odometer thought to be
correct. $8500.00 obo.
Jim Pendleton, (573) 696-3551,
jependleton@hotmail.com. MO
091015

1979 MGB - One owner for past 30 years;
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MGB Parts - MGB 5-main bearing engine -18GB/

UH/3142; needs rebuild, long block $100; 1973
AMCO hardtop $500, 1973 Smog pump and related
parts $100; Dave Ring (580) 382-1050 or
pistonring1@hotmail.com
OK
111215

MGB Parts for Sale - Used rear suspension con-

version kit with Koni Shocks. Some surface rust from
use, but it worked fine when I took it off my car - $50.
Mallory dual point distributor - $50. Allison Performance coil - $25. Both work fine when I replaced
Selling or Buying an MG?
these with an electronic distributor. Shipping will
Take advantage of NAMGBR’s Buy/Sell/Trade Classifieds be calculated based on the zip code I am shipping to.
on our website: www.NAMGBR.org/classified A great way Jack Wheeler (910) 687-0211
to find or sell that hard-to-find part or that next project.
or jwheeler1947@yahoo.com
030416

Where 2 ‘B

Please check for up-to-date information before departing to the meet. The Register encourages local
groups and clubs to submit their MG events to MG Driver. Information must include date, location,
and contact phone number. Please submit events at least 3 months in advance to The MG Driver
Editor, 2530 Clifton Ave, St. Louis, MO 63139 or e-mail editor@namgbr.net and post your event
on our website; www.namgbr.org/events

MAJOR NORTH AMERICAN MG EVENTS FOR 2015
• Mar 6.............European Car Show, Cape Coral, FL • www.tswfl.org
• Mar 19...........British Car Show, New Orleans, LA • www.bmcno.com
• Mar 26...........British Car Show, Jupiter, FL • www.wheelsacrossthepond.com
• April 2............British Car Show, Winter Park, FL • www.allbritishcarclub.co

• April 8-10.......Kimber Festival, Allentown, PA • fc900@gmail.com
• April 10-12.....MG Vintage Race Event, Alton, VA • www.mgvr.org
• April 15-16.....Brits on the Bay, Pensacola, FL • www.pbca1.com
• April 17..........British Swap Meet, Chicago, IL • www.chicagolandmg.com
• April 23..........British Car Show, Wrightsville Beach, NC • www.bmccf.org
• April 23-2.......British Extravaganza, Buttonwillow, CA • www.svra.com
• April 29-30.....North Meets South 2016 Santa Ynez Valley, CA • www.paradisecarclub.com
• May 8-11........British V8, Townsend, TN • www.britishv8.org
• May 15...........British Car Show, Dixon, CA • www.ubscc.org
• May 20-23.....Carlisle Import Show, Carlisle, PA • www.carlisleevents.com
• May 22..........Queens English, Van Nuys, CA • www.queens-english.org
• May 28..........British Car Show, Dayton, OH • www.britishtransportationmuseum.org
• May 28 to June 6 British Car Week –> Drive your car everywhere!
• June 2-5.........Sonoma Historic Motorsports, Sonoma, CA • www.svra.com
• June 3-5.........British Car Show, Bloomington, IL • www.cbcf-bloomington.com
• June 4............British Car Show, Westtown, PA • www.dvtr.org
• June 4............European Car Show, Morristown, TN • www.etmgdc.com
• June 5............British Return to Ft Meigs, Perrysburg, OH • www.lebcc.org
• June 5............British by the Sea, Waterford, CT • www.ctmgclub.com
• June 12..........British Motorcar Gathering, Hellertown, PA • www.keystonemg.coom
• June 13-17......MG 2016, Louisville, KY • www.mg2016.com
• July 16-18.......Pittsburgh Vintage Grand Prix, Pittsburg, PA • www.pvgp.org
• Sept 18...........British Car Day, Oakville, ON • www.britishcarday.com
• Sept 25...........British Car Show, Clovis, CA • www.valleybritish.org
• Oct 1-2...........MG Reunion, Sonoma Raceway, CA • www.csrgracing.org
• July 22-23......British Car Show, Kenmore, WA • www.abfm.com
• Sept 15-18......British Car Show & NAMGBR Regional, Dillard, GA • www.peachtreemg.com
• Sept 16-18......British Car Show, Stowe, VT • www.britishinvasion.com

Address Service Requested

NORTH AMERICAN MGB REGISTER
P. O. Box 876
Downers Grove, Illinois 60515-0876

